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The Visual Dictionary of Graphic Design is a comprehensive guide to the numerous terms used
within graphic design and associated disciplines.Over 250 terms are explained and
contextualized, with concise definitions accompanied by illustrations and examples taken from
historical and contemporary graphic design.The dictionary covers traditional practice and
process terms as well as modern terminology. It also defines a wide variety of practical terms,
such as Perfect binding, Deboss and Strikethrough, as well as movements and styles including
Surrealism, Psychadelia and Postmodernism.

About the AuthorGavin Ambrose is a practising graphic designer. His current commercial
practice includes clients from the arts sector, publishers and advertising agencies. Paul Harris is
a freelance writer and editor. His work has appeared extensively in magazines and journals on
both sides of the Atlantic. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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CreditsIndex of Synonyms and Cross ReferencesHow to get the most out of this bookThis book
is an easy-to-use reference to the key terms used in graphic design. Each entry comprises a
brief textual definition along with an illustration or visual example of the point under discussion.
Supplementary contextual information is also included.Key areas addressed in this book are
those terms commonly used in reference to typography, layout, colour, format, image and artistic
movements.Entries are presented in alphabetical order to provide an easy reference
system.Each page contains a single entry and, where appropriate, a printers’ hand symbol
provides page references to other related and relevant entries.A timeline of graphic design helps
to provide historical context for selected key moments in the discipline’s
development.IntroductionWelcome to The Visual Dictionary of Graphic Design, a book that
provides textual definitions and visual explanations for some of the more common terms found in
the key areas of graphic design and pertinent entries from the wider world of graphic arts.This
volume aims to provide a clear understanding of the many terms that are often misused or
confused such as italics and obliques, or the difference between an overprint, a surprint and a
reverse out. As you might expect, The Visual Dictionary of Graphic Design provides visual
explanations, and many of these are examples of commercial work, produced by leading
contemporary design studios, to illustrate the correct usage of typographical elements such as
the ellipsis, the rules for the handling of problems such as widows, orphans & the hypho and the
correct usage of numerals to produce accurate text.This war poster (left) features rhetoric, the
art of persuasion.This spread (right) created by Frost Design features a simple text
hierarchy.This French poster (left) uses the text accents.A vernacular type style is used by
Studio Myerscough for this piece of packaging (right).Graphic design communicates through a
range of visual devices including montages, collages, metaphors, rhetoric and juxtapositions, all
of which, and more, are explained and illustrated.A clear understanding of the key terms used in
graphic design will help you to better articulate and formalise your ideas and ensure accuracy in
the transfer of those ideas to others.Primary colours and shapes were defining features of the
Bauhaus school.This poster (left), from typography magazine Fuse, features a distorted, filter-
inspired typeface by Brett Wickens.This poster design (right) by Peter and Paul features
typography that has been reversed out.Graphic design is a discipline that continues to evolve.
The timeline shows how changes in technology have dramatically affected communications in
the past, and how technological advancement continues to do so. Coupled with this is the ever
changing taste and preference of society, which gives rise to numerous schools of thought about
how information should be presented. In the twentieth century, for example, the rise of
modernism embraced technological advances and adopted cleaner, less adorned forms, and in
doing so rejected the decorative nature of design in Victorian times. However, with time, this too
changed and postmodernism saw a move away from industrial nature as designers once again
embraced more elaborate and softer visual concepts.This slab serif capital letter was created by
Vasava Artworks.This spread was created by Faydherbe / De Vringer and features a passe
partout.Sagmeister Inc. created these designs, which feature mark making.Pictured above is the



First Things First manifesto. Written in 1964 by designer Ken Garland it was presented as a
backlash against consumer society. The manifesto was signed by over 400 designers and
helped place graphic design, which was at that time a relatively young discipline, in a wider
social context.Design professionals draw inspiration from innumerable sources such as their
urban environment or by cross referencing elements of contemporary life with those of bygone
days, and delving back into the rich tradition of the arts as a means of visual stimulation.
Inspiration is key to the generation of exciting design ideas. It is with this in mind that we hope
that this book will also serve as a source of ideas to inspire your creativity.The
DictionaryAAbsolute & Relative MeasurementsThe two measurement systems used in
typography.Absolute measurementsAbsolute measurements are easy to understand as they are
measurements of fixed values. For example, a millimetre is a precisely defined increment of a
centimetre. Equally, both points and picas, the basic typographic measurements, have fixed
values. All absolute measurements are expressed in finite terms that cannot be altered.Relative
measurementsIn typography, many values, such as character spacing, are directly linked to
typesize which means that they are defined by a series of relative (rather than absolute)
measurements. The basic building block for typographical characters, the em, is a relative
measurement. Type set at 70pt has a 70pt em. Type set at 40pt has a 40pt em.70pt type gives
an em value of 70pts.Reducing the typesize to 40pt reduces the em value to 40pts.Further
reducing the typesize proportionally reduces the em value. see Ems & EnsAAbstract
ExpressionismAn American art movement that developed in New York City following the Second
World War, and featured forms not found in the natural world as a means of emotional
expression. Abstract expressionist works were characterised by large canvases with uniform,
unstructured coverings that projected power due to their scale. Leading figures in this movement
include Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko and Clyfford Still. see DadaAAccentsA range of diacritical
marks and symbols which indicate that the sound of a letter is modified during pronunciation.
While accents are not a common feature of English, they are relatively common in other
languages such as Spanish, French, German and Slavic languages.éAcuteAn accent above a
vowel angled upwards to the right, which indicates that it is close or tense, has a high or rising
pitch, a long pronunciation, or that the syllable in which the vowel appears is stressed. From the
Latin acutus, meaning ‘sharp’.žBreveA ‘v’ shaped symbol that indicates a short sounding of the
letter. From the Latin brevis, which means ‘short’.ëUmlaut / DiaeresisTwo periods over a vowel,
which indicate that the sound changes by assimilating the vowel sound of the following syllable.
Typical in Germanic languages. From the German um, meaning ‘around’ or ‘alteration’, and laut,
meaning ‘sound’. Also called diaeresis.êCircumflexShaped like a pointed hat, a circumflex sits
above a vowel to indicate that it has a long sound. From the Latin circumflexus, meaning ‘bent
around’.èGraveAn accent above a vowel angled upwards to the left, which indicates stress or
special pronunciation. From the Latin gravis meaning ‘heavy’.ñTildeA wavy bar placed above a
letter to indicate a more nasal pronunciation, such as the Spanish ‘ñ’, which has the same sound
as the ‘ny’ in ‘canyon’. From the medieval Latin titulus meaning ‘title’. see Diacritical



MarksAAdditive & Subtractive PrimariesAdditive primariesSubtractive primariesThe red, green
and blue (RGB) colours are the primary constituent parts of white light. These colours are called
additive primaries because, when added together, they produce white light. Cyan, magenta and
yellow are called the subtractive primaries and are used in the four-colour printing
process.Colour reproduction is based on the same principles as the three-colour vision of the
human eye. The eye contains three different types of receptors, each of which are sensitive to
one of the primary RGB colours of light. Any two additive primaries will create one of the
subtractive primaries (as can be seen where the colours overlap in the diagrams above).
Similarly, any two subtractive primaries create an additive primary. This is the principle behind
the separation process used to reproduce colour images. see CMYK, RGBAAlignmentThe
positioning of text in relation to the area or text block within which it is contained. In the horizontal
plane text can be right, left or centre aligned, or justified. see MeasureAAmpersandA ligature of
the Latin word et, meaning ‘and’. The name ampersand is a contraction of the Latin phrase ‘and
per se and’, which translates as ‘the symbol for and by itself means and’. The earliest usage of
the ampersand symbol dates back to the first century AD and it is now found in many languages
that use the Latin alphabet.AAnalogyA comparison between one thing and another, made for
the purpose of explanation or clarification. Often refers to the seemingly impossible or surreal for
extra emphasis. For example, a task that appears impossible is analogous to obtaining blood
from a stone. The success of an implicit analogy in a design is dependent upon the ability of the
target audience to interpret exactly what the analogy is. Analogies often use the vernacular
language in common usage. Pictured above is a poster created by Sagmeister Inc. that features
a headless chicken. This is an analogy for making a lot of effort and noise, but yielding little gain.
see Surrealism, VernacularAAntiqueA term used to describe fonts with bracketed slab-serifs
and little stroke weight variation. Confusingly, antique is also used to describe some sans-serif
fonts as well.BookmanITC Bookman was created by Edward Benguiat in 1975. This font
features a large x-height and moderate stroke contrast for optimal legibility.Antique OliveAntique
Olive was created by French typographer Roger Excoffon in the 1960s. This font has a large x-
height and open letterforms, which make it very readable and ideal for smaller point sizes. see
Serif & Sans Serif, Type Classification, X-heightAApexThe point formed at the top of a character,
such as the ‘A’, where the left and right strokes meet. see Type AnatomyAAppropriationTaking a
style of one thing and applying it to another. Pictured is a design created by Studio Myerscough
that appropriates expressive, constructivist typography to instil a feeling of energy and
immediacy into the piece. see ConstructivismAArt DecoNamed after the 1925 Exposition
Internationale des Arts Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes, which was held in Paris, Art Deco
describes a decorative design style that celebrated the rise of technology and speed via
geometric designs, intense colours, and the use of plastic and glass. Forms became streamlined
as the principles of aerodynamics became better understood resulting in an elegant style in both
architecture and objects. see GeometricAArt NouveauRooted in romanticism and symbolism, art
nouveau (the new art) describes a richly ornamental style of decoration, architecture and art that



developed during 1894–1914. Art nouveau is characterised by undulating lines, sinuous curves
and the depiction of leaves, flowers and flowing vines and is embodied in the work of
protagonists such as Gustav Klimt, Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Antonio Gaudí and Hector
Guimard, who was the architect and designer of the Paris metro entrances.Called Jugendstil (in
Germany), Sezessionstil (in Austria), and Modernismo (in Spain), art nouveau rejected historical
references in favour of creating a highly stylised design vocabulary that unified all arts around
man and his life. Architecture was the focus for art nouveau as it naturally encompasses and
integrates every art, but the style was also used extensively in posters and jewellery design. The
ornate typeface used here is Benguiat.A Arts & Crafts MovementA LATE NINETEENTH
CENTURY DECORATIVE ARTS, FURNITURE AND ARCHITECTURE MOVEMENT THAT
SOUGHT TO REVERSE THE DEMISE OF BEAUTY AT THE HANDS OF THE INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION, AND RE-ESTABLISH THE LINK BETWEEN THE WORKER AND ART
THROUGH AN HONESTY IN DESIGN. THIS MOVEMENT IS TYPIFIED BY LEADING
PROTAGONISTS SUCH AS WILLIAM MORRIS, DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI AND FRANK
LLOYD WRIGHT.THIS FONT IS ITC RENNIE MACKINTOSH, WHICH WAS CREATED BY
PHILL GRIMSHAW IN 1996. IT IS BASED ON THE HANDWRITING AND DRAWINGS OF
SCOTTISH DESIGNER CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH (1868–1928) WHO CREATED
HIGHLY ORIGINAL BUILDINGS, INTERIORS AND FURNITURE WITH QUIRKY FLAIR.ITC
RENNIE MACKINTOSH WAS DESIGNED FOLLOWING RESEARCH AND COLLABORATION
BETWEEN THE INTERNATIONAL TYPEFACE CORP. AND THE GLASGOW SCHOOL OF
ART. THIS FONT FAMILY IS UNUSUAL AND OFF BEAT, AND A GOOD CHOICE FOR
PRODUCT PACKAGING, ADVERTISING, AND GRAPHIC DESIGNS WITH A PERIOD FLAIR.
see Typefaces & FontsAAscender & Descender see Baseline, X-heightAAsymmetry see Recto
& Verso, SymmetryAAvant GardeAn artistic work that pushes the established limits of what is
considered acceptable. Avant garde works often have revolutionary, cultural, or political
connotations.This page is set in Avant Garde, a font based on the logo designed for ‘Avant
Garde Magazine’ in 1967 by Herb Lubalin and Tom Carnase. The font was redrawn in 1970 to
include lower case characters. see Typefaces & FontsB Baseline & Baseline Shift see
Subscripts, SuperiorsB Bauhausan Art and design school opened in 1919 under the direction of
the renowned architect Walter Gropius. the bauhaus aimed to provide a fresh approach to
design following the First World War. Bauhaus style is characterised by economic and geometric
forms. Teaching staff included Paul Klee, Wassily Kandinsky and Marcel Breuer.This page is set
in Bayer Universal, a geometric font that is typical of the Bauhaus style.In 1923 Kandinsky
proposed that there was a universal relationship between the three basic shapes and the three
primary colours (above). He believed the yellow triangle to be the most active and dynamic
through to the passive, cold, blue circle. see GeometricB BellybandA plastic or paper loop that is
used to enclose the pages of a publication. Bellybands are typically seen on consumer
magazines, and often include information about the publication’s contents. Typically bellybands
are a continuous loop, but can also be a strip of stock that is wrapped around a publication.
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Hideyo, “Any artist should have this. This book doesn't go into too much detail on any single
topic, but it gives you a good introductory guide to a useful number of art cocepts, history, and
industry jargon (just stuff you only could ever need to know). A lot of the information may seem
trivial, but it's all good to know if you are interested in entering an artistic field, regardless of
which one.Content-wise, this book is diverse. There's stuff for printers/publishers, typographers,
art historians/teachers, digital graphic designers, photographers, writer/journalists, colorists,
iconographers, pretty much any student of art! I will say that there's not that much for painters,
sketchers, and other more 3-dimentional artforms, but a lot of the information does come in
handy since nowadays, a lot of people use computers to compose graphic art.Here's a sample
of the stuff I learned:Recto - right page of an open bookVerso - left page of an open
bookTessellation - Repeated layout of a design that doesn't have gaps or overlapsAscender -
Parts of a letter that extend above the x-heightDescneder - Parts of a letter that extend below the
baselineArt Deco - A style of decorative designs that started during the 1920's which celebrated
technology via geometric designs, intense colors, and use of plastic and glassCanadian Binding
- A book binding method that uses a spiralMoire - Printed patterns produced by colour (CMYK)
halftone dots which ultimately combine to reproduce imagesDenotation - The literal and primary
meaning of an imageAs you can see, the kind of information in this book is really diverse; from
components of text to composition basics. Some of the stuff is pretty basic, but a lot of times the
book adds to a subject something that you either didn't know or don't pay enough attention
to.The book itself is a good piece of art; it not only explains concepts in text, but it also
demonstrates them by using graphics (mostly photographs) and comitting an entire page for
every topic. I think this is something graphic designers really could use and enjoy having.”

Raquel Alfaro, “great book!. This book is an excellent tool to have when you are working with a
layout program like indesign cs. You can pretty much look up the definitions for most of the
commands and you can understand what they mean and what they are for. I'm very pleased
with this purchase.”

S. Ghoshal, “A must addition to Graphic Designer's library. Great book, very nicely put together,
easy to go through and tons of knowledge in few words. A must for any graphic designer.”

Ro5ie, “Fantastic Dictionary!. This is a fantastic dictionary! It's great value for money and is one
of those titles that I find myself reaching for again and again. It is a great compact size, which
means I am able to carry it with me and I really like the illustrations and find it is a book which,
unlike most dictionaries, is enjoyable to read.”

Kenneth Lundgren, “Five Stars. :)”



Tweeters, “An essential for designers.. This has been absolutely essential for me as a design
student. Great to refer back to if you can't remember a term, want to investigate something
further, or even use an idea. Well laid-out with clear explanations of various different terms and
techniques.”

sofia charalampidou, “I think it's a book that covers your expectations giving .... I think it's a book
that covers your expectations giving you more that you expected. It analyses every single word
of Graphic Design and the more important is that it uses a lot of images and explanations in
order you to understand it.”

The book by Gavin Ambrose has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 12 people have provided feedback.
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